Introduction

One method of treatment of inborn and acquired valve diseases is replacement of damaged valves by auto-, allo-, or xenograft (14). Retrospective and morphological studies get evidence that integrity of endothelial covering together with viability of deeper valve structures are decisive for further fate of the transplanted cardiac valve (3,4,7,11). In spite of its immunogenity, the intact endothelium of allograft heart valve (AHV) is able to slow degeneration of implanted graft and its calcification (6). Morphological and functional qualities of cardiac valves are studied by a series of various methods. Human cardiac valves were studied in scanning electron microscope Tesla BS 301. Different superficial patterns were found on ventricular and vascular surfaces of „fresh” semilunar valves. We were able to detect early changes of endothelium after harvesting, denudation of endothelial covering during preservation with and without freezing. Our alternative method of drying samples by HMDS method proved to be suitable for thin membranes of human semilunar valves. Scanning electron microscopy seems to be helpful for morphological control of processing, cryopreservation and liquid nitrogen storage of AHV. We believe that further confrontation of morphological investigation with other methods helps us to develop more suitable protocol of handling AHV in heart valve banking.

Material and Methods

Control group of aortic and pulmonary valves came from heart-beating donors. Surface morphology of these AHVs was compared with (1) tissue from semilunar valves obtained from non-heart beating donors, (2) valve samples stored in + 4 °C saline for 24 hours, (3) antibiotic-treated tissue (cefuroxime 0.2 mg/ml + piperacilline 0.2 mg/ml + netilmicine 0.1 mg/ml + fluconazole 0.1 mg/ml) at 37 °C, and finally (4) cryopreserved valves, stored in liquid nitrogen (- 196 °C) for months. Valves were initially fixed in Baker’s fluid, selected parts (about 5 x 5 mm) were mounted on convex polystyrene casts with help of hedgehog spines. Valve specimens are fixed in 4% formaldehyde overnight, then washed in distilled water for 5 minutes, and dehydrated in a graded ethanol series (70%, 85%, 95%, and 100%) for 5 minutes at each level. The tissue samples are then immersed in 100% hexamethyldisilazane (CAS No. 999–97–3; Fluka Chemie AG, Buchs, Switzerland) for 10 minutes and air dried in an exhaust hood at room tempera-
Large specimens underwent at least one bath in a graded ethanol-HMDS solution before immersion in a pure HMDS bath. Processed specimens were mounted on stainless steel stubs, coated with gold, and stored in a desiccator until studied and photographed in a BS 301 scanning electron microscope (Tesla Brno, Czech Republic).

Results

Superficial relief of aortic and pulmonary valves studied revealed these typical features:

1. Aortic valve from non heart-beating donor (autopsy, 12 hours after death) – commencing separation of endothelial cells (ECs) from basal membrane (BM), some ECs face lumen by their elevated longitudinal edges (Fig. 2A). On other site of the same surface, it is possible to observe shrinking and separation of ECs with partly dissociated intercellular contacts (Fig. 2B).

2. Pulmonary valve stored in saline for 24 hours at 4 °C – ventricular surface is completely stripped of ECs, lamina ventricularis is exposed, with only scarce remnants of BM (Fig. 3).

3. Pulmonary valve treated by antibiotics at 37 °C – there are only a few ECs on ventricular surface, lamina ventricularis is exposed. There are only solitary ECs on the vascular surface of the valve, superficial ridging is caused by deeper lamina fibrosa (Fig. 4).

4. Valves thawed after some months of storage in liquid nitrogen (-196 °C). Both ventricular and vascular sur-

---

**Fig. 1:** Control sample of aortic valve, ventricular surface. „Fresh“ tissue from heart-beating donor, initial storage in saline at ambient temperature for 20 minutes. Confluent irregular endothelial pattern with central excavation on endotheliocytes 470x.

**Fig. 2:** Aortic valve, ventricular surface, after „warm“ ischemia (sampled 12 hours after death). A: Initial separation of ECs from basal membrane 1000x. B: Advanced separation with dissociated intercellular contacts 2200x.

**Fig. 3:** Pulmonary valve, ventricular surface, „cold“ ischemia in saline for 24 hours at +4 °C. Missing endothelial covering with exposed lamina ventricularis, remnants of basal membrane (arrow) 3000x.
faces of aortic valve are completely denuded of ECs and BM. Lamina ventricularis and lamina fibrosa are exposed. Similar changes are visible on both surfaces of pulmonary valve (Fig. 5).

**Discussion and Conclusions**

Our results support an opinion that any „non-physiological” manipulation with valve tissue results in remarkable changes of surface features. Besides expected negative impacts of freezing and thawing of allografts we observed negative effect of saline, that was remarkable in case of preserved venous grafts, too (10). That is why we recommend to avoid even short-time effect of saline and to prefer the immediate use of preservation fluids used currently for transplantation of other organs (13). From comparison of our results with pictorial documentation of other authors (5,8) we can conclude that our method developed for desiccation of vascular samples proved to be suitable for preparation of fine and thin sheets of semilunar valves. Scanning electron microscopy of superficial features of AHV is advantageous for its ability to cover relatively large area of a sample. It is especially valuable for detection of change gradients along the endothelial surface resulting from rheological circumstances (9). This method is also usable for analysis of explanted grafts (2) and bioprosthetic specimens of degenerated valves. Scanning electron microscopy may be helpful for morphological evaluation of processing, cryopreservation, and long term cryogenic storage of AHV. We suppose that further confrontation and complementing of SEM with other methods (mainly with tissue viability testing) helps us to work out more suitable protocol of handling AHV in heart valve banking.
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